
Bullseye Liqueo Fishing Rod Cast 1,98m 7-
35g

Bullseye

Product number: BE-434290

The LIQUËO is a cream of the crop when it comes 
to hardbait fishing. This casting rod has been 
specially developed for fishing with twitchbaits, 
cranks, spinnerbaits and chatter baits, but also 
jerkbaits.

Weight: 0.111 kg
349,00 € * 349,00 €

The LIQUËO is a cream of the crop when it comes to hardbait fishing. This casting rod was specially 
developed for fishing with twitchbaits, cranks, spinnerbaits and chatter baits, but also jerkbaits. The concept 
of this rod is uncompromising and leaves nothing to be desired on the water.

The Blank

The core of any fishing rod is the blank, and in this case we've spent a long time tinkering around to find the 
perfect blank. With a Med-Fast action, the rod has a consistent action that never loses its dynamism and still 
works well under full load to keep the upper hand in the hot phase of the drill of a capital fish and to land the 
fish safely. The bite detection is phenomenal on this rod and the strike is more of an automatic reflex after 
the crystal clear transmission of the bite.

The Handle

The high-quality natural cork handle on the reel seat with logo provides a secure grip for casting, baiting, 
retrieving and drilling. The short handle allows you to animate and guide all kinds of hardbaits perfectly, 
even in tight spaces. The Split Grip with a beautiful K-Carbon in combination with the EVA end looks very 
elegant and is at the same time incredibly handy and functional.

The Reel Holder

The Fuji reel seat is very ergonomic in the hand and allows a perfect grip and fatigue-free fishing.



The Guides

We only use Fuji components for this model as well. For these rods, we have designed the ringing according 
to the K concept in order to achieve maximum casting distances, target accuracy and a perfect distribution of 
power on the blank. The result is a coherent ringing concept that can be used with any reel and any line.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=4af265896c083e73336f5155e577ed17

